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ABSTRACT 

Physical model of self-sustained infrasonic air oscillations related to interaction of fresh gale with choppy sea surface is 
proposed. It is shown that air infrasonic oscillations are expected inside moving 3D cavities in sea surface generated by 
gale and detected far from its region. Interaction of wind with moving sea wave crests is shown to be of weaker impact 
on oscillations in far field. For wind velocity in the range from 10 to 40 m/s deepest cavities acquire resonance frequen-
cies in the range of 3.0 - 0.7 Hz, i.e. frequencies much lower than their quarter wavelength resonance frequencies. In the 
course of oscillations effective wind velocity applied to cavities can achieve value from 0.4 to 0.6 of wind velocity, 
while air self-sustained oscillations velocity amplitude can run up in the range from 0.2 to 0.3 of wind velocity. Wind 
intensification leads to oscillations frequency decrease and oscillation energy losses increase with wind velocity cubed. 
Cavities natural frequencies are transformed due to air attached mass and volume elasticity additional transformation 
under wind influence in the range from 1.05 to 1.9 with respect to resonance frequencies at rest. Amplitude of 
self-sustained oscillation in atmosphere is expected to increase with wind velocity cubed, while cavity air oscillation 
velocity-linear with wind velocity. Wind velocity threshold of an order of 25 - 30 m/s overcome is necessary to observe 
effect. Spectral peaks on resonance frequencies in the range 0.7 - 2.5 Hz are expected in effect observation. Infrasonic 
signals observable far from whole gale in atmosphere, sea water thickness and earth crust on self-sustained oscillation 
frequency and its harmonics frequencies beginning from third harmonic 2.1 - 7.5 Hz are regarded as phenomenon signs. 
 
Keywords: Infrasound; Sea Surface-Atmosphere Interaction; Whole Gale; Wind Velocity; Oscillation Frequency; Sea 
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1. Introduction 

Problem of wind flow interaction with troubled ocean 
surface attracts scientist attention for a long time [1-33]. 
As early as in XVIII century observations allow devel- 
oping scales of sea roughness and wind which are used 
with minor corrections until now. Most important ex- 
periment and theory results were obtained in ХХ century. 
It is well known that propagation of slow enough wind 
waves over ocean surface can not lead to atmosphere 
infrasonic sound wave radiation [2,11-13]. Troubled sur- 
face interaction with wind is bound up with high-speed 
atmosphere turbulent stresses spectral components pro- 
pagating with velocity exceeding atmosphere sound ve- 
locity [14]. Evidently, such properties could be expected 
from not bearing wind turbulence basic power turbulent 
fluctuation spectrum “tails” only. However even those 
statistical in nature continuously depending on wind ve- 
locity processes can not explain phenomenon of sudden 
appearance of powerful infrasonic signals observed far 
from heavy gale region in conditions where wind veloc- 
ity overcome a kind of threshold-so called “voice of sea”. 
Seemingly, first time “voice of sea” was detected experi- 
mentally by academician V. V. Shuleikin [1,3] in the last 

century 30-th years. In accordance to his observations, 
“voice of sea” is narrow band infrasonic signal detected 
on frequencies below 6 - 10 Hz. But there are valid 
enough doubts in phenomenon frequency evaluation on 
the basis of balloon filled with hydrogen resonance fre- 
quencies. For instance, lowest axisymmetric balloon os- 
cillation frequency 2 - 3 Hz was inexplicably excluded 
from evaluation. Various considerations on uncommon 
effects related to “voice of sea” were proposed, say, on 
infrasonic signals negative influence on man’s mentality. 
Influence of “voice of sea” infrasound was even pro- 
posed as an explanation of ships and yachts crew trace- 
less losses. While ships itself were found in good enough 
state. Apart from V. V. Shuleikin phenomenon explana- 
tion attempts were undertaken by several eminent physi- 
cists including academicians N. N. Andreev [2] and B. P. 
Konstantinov [4]. Explanation attempts are undertaken 
until now. For instance in [24] noise amplification capa- 
bility in sound waves reflection from troubled sea surface 
based on known Miles model [16] was demonstrated. In 
the presence of supposed infrasound sources this effect is 
proposed as possible “voice of sea” mechanism. How- 
ever, sources origin or, in other words, infrasonic phe- 
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nomenon generation mechanism remains not understood, 
while authors mentioned proposed qualitative considera- 
tions. In particular, N. N. Andreev [2] proposed a hy- 
pothesis that probably “voice of sea” is sequent of air 
vortex separation in wind interaction with ocean wave 
crests. Expected phenomenon frequency estimates were 
even proposed, but few important questions remain un- 
answered until now: 
 What is the source of “voice of sea”? 
 What is “voice of sea” spectrum? 
 How spectrum depends on wind velocity? 
 How effect intensity depends on wind velocity? 
 At what velocity is effect revealed? 

From our point to answer them it is necessary to look 
on results of acoustics and subsonic gas dynamics studies 
more fixedly. 

It is known that external potential flow of ideal fluid 
over 2D obstacles on the plane is examined in classical 
hydrodynamics [5]. For single obstacles of simplest 
shape classical method is based on description of flow by 
complex potential in coaxial coordinates. Typical exam- 
ples of such obstacles are shown on Figure 1. 2D obsta- 
cles—lug and cavity situated between points А and В, 
equidistant from obstacle center in point O on x axis at 
distance b. 

Not going into details of solutions we remind simplest 
obstacles basic results. Smooth lugs are characterized by 
velocity finite value in all points of flow (including 
points А and В), while for simplest semi-cylinder lug ve- 
locity at its vertex is equal to 2U, where U—incident  
 
 U



U


  A B 

A O B 

 

Figure 1. Ideal fluid external flows over 2D obstacles (lug 
and cavity) calculation outline [5]. 

flow velocity at infinity. In 3D case for semi-sphere lug 
the flow is potential, while vertex velocity is equal to 
3U/2. For sharp lug vertex velocity is infinite. For cavi- 
ties velocity turns to infinity at point А and В, while at 
the bottom of simplest semi-cylinder cavity velocity is 
equal to 2U/9. In 3D case for semi-sphere cavity bottom 
velocity is also finite, but flow inside cavity cannot be 
described by velocity potential. It is vortex and close 
qualitatively to flow inside Hill vortex [5]. 

In media of finite viscosity at large Reynolds numbers 
perceptible difference in these obstacle impact on ambi- 
ent flow is observed [6,7,9]. In fact streamlined obstacle 
flow pattern is notable from ideal fluid by boundary layer 
presence only. At large Reynolds numbers its thickness is 
negligible and, while it increase with distance from ob- 
stacle, but it is easy to show [9], that its transverse scale 

0  ratio to characteristic longitudinal scale  is ex- 
pressed 

0L
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0
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For instance at flow velocity 10 m/s beyond obstacle 
(lug) leading edge boundary layer thickness at distance 
100 m makes not more than 1.5 cm. This flow property 
allows ignoring boundary layer in low frequency insta- 
bility study of cavities situated between lugs avoiding 
noticeable errors. At the same time this thin layer pos- 
sesses internal instability defining its growth and respon- 
sible for wind power transfer to ocean surface. In the 
frame of reference moving with waves the way of rela- 
tive horizontal velocity change in “matched” layer evi- 
dences its transition through zero and positive velocity 
values achievement above layer. Besides, even in 2D 
phase-averaged turbulent flow pattern near matched layer 
existence of closed flow lines related to vorticity initia- 
tion in cavity inflow is observed [12]. Corresponding 
flow lines in the frame bounded to wave are shown on 
Figure 2. 

This purely kinematic result obtained for realistic fluid 
flow corresponds to ideal flow over cavity near points А 
and В on Figure 1, where infinite velocity values were 
noted [5]. 

Cavity around flow is well studied experimentally [7].  
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Figure 2. Phase-averaged 2D picture expected in the frame moving with waves in cavity inflow near matched layer in turbu- 
lent wind flow over ocean surface [12]. Closed lines centers correspond to matched layer. 
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As we have already mentioned, vortices and discontinu- 
ity surfaces are generated on sharp cavity edges. If cavity 
width is small and edges are smooth enough then flow 
over cavity remains almost unchanged. However with 
cavity width increase (or for sharp edge cavities) its reac- 
tion changes, flow boundary dynamics, instability and 
boundary oscillations come into force. The flow tends to 
leak into cavity providing conditions for self-sustained 
oscillations generation. If flow meets wave crest, say 
wind catch up wave crest on sea surface then at first mo- 
ment flow over it is observed, while due to theory pre- 
diction velocity value there is very large, in theory—up 
to infinity. However, observations evidence that such 
flow regime leads to rapid vortex formation and edge ve- 
locity decreases. To explain this phenomenon in hydro- 
dynamics the principle [7] is used in accordance to which 
realistic flow tends to avoid infinite flow velocity trans- 
forming flow near these points to discontinuity surfaces. 
That is why conditions of vortices and discontinuity sur- 
faces generation are provided near wave crests. While vor- 
tices and discontinuity surfaces as a whole are growing to- 
gether even from small enough initial disturbance [7]. 

Troubled sea surface far from shore itself is not capa- 
ble to radiate low frequency homogeneous sound waves 
propagating in atmosphere [9,11-13]. As it is already 
specified, radiation requires sea surface disturbance (say, 
wind disturbance) Fourier integral decomposition com- 
ponent wavelength exceeding air sound wavelength. This 
condition possible exception is related to marginal effects 
only, observed mainly in wave interaction with shore line 
[4]. For instance, on sea roughness spectrum maximum 
(near 0.1 Hz) surface wavelength is close to 150 m, while 
corresponding air sound wavelength—close to 3000 m, 
which blocks homogeneous wave radiation. Radiation 
conditions on higher frequencies are even more unfavor- 
able [11]. 

In the same time besides stochastic turbulent tangential 
stresses on ocean surface situated close to matched layer 
mentioned above there are localized low frequency sound 
sources related to wave crests and cavities on troubled 
sea surface generating self-sustained oscillations under 
wind influence. 

2. Oscillations Environment 

Necessary condition of self-sustained oscillations is wind 
velocity exceeding largest wave crests velocity. For sea 
roughness spectrum is continuous while ocean waves has 
rather trochoidal than sinusoidal shape, surface wave 
group velocity should be used as main absolute physical 
wave motion characteristics. In other words, largest wave 
crest or wave cavity motion is a source of whole spec- 
trum of sinusoidal wave’s motion. According to theory 
2D sinusoidal surface waves group and phase velocities 
relation depends on wavelength and sea depth relation- 

ship and changes in the range from 0.5 to 1 for depth 
change from infinity to zero. Group velocity differs con- 
siderably from phase velocities of isolated wave crests 
and cavities. However, from the point of isolated cavity 
oscillations excitation main role belongs to positive dif- 
ference between wind and definite cavity phase velocity. 
For instance, in intensive roughness surface oscillation 
spectrum maximum is close to . In 
2D wave pattern it corresponds to crest phase velocity 

 0.1 Hz 0.6 Hz 

Ω 15m sV gph   (g—gravity acceleration) indepen- 
dent of wave amplitude. That is why at wind velocity lo- 
wer than ph  self-excitation is impossible. As we have 
already noted, in theory group velocity is two times 
lower. In accordance to Newman and Pierson [12] group 
velocity depends on wind velocity as well  

V

 0.61V Ugr , so that difference of wind and group ve- 
locity gr  equal to act on large cavities of not 
sinusoidal shape. Such estimates are fair however for 
wind roughness starting zones only and in swell condi- 
tions only. In gale initiation realistic wind roughness far 
from the shore is 3D in fact. According to contemporary 
theory wind power transfer to waves is reduced to 2D 
roughness transition to 3D. In swell development transi- 
tion of 3D roughness back to 2D is observed [3]. 

V 0.39U

 

Thus, widely spread notation on rough sea surface 2D 
form [24], reminding washboard is inaccurate. Sea sur- 
face photo even at low enough wind velocity evidences 
that sea surface is not 2D [3]. It is rather 3D and reminds 
chessboard. Sea surface shape is schematically shown on 
Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Schematic structure of troubled sea surface com- 
prising set of lugs and cavities of various scales with respect 
to axis x and y. Wind of velocity U is directed along x axis 
[3]. 
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Its squares are made of finite in horizontal dimensions 
(length and width) crests and quasi rectangular cavities 
situated between them. Geometrical dimensions and depth 
of cavities increase with wind intensification. They have 
form of surface recesses—open soap cases with rough 
edges where depth h is several time less than horizontal 
dimensionsв of rectangle cell . Here d—cell di- 
mension along wind direction, across wave crest, while 
b—cell dimension along wave crest. In 2D roughness 
pattern at swell conditions wave phase velocity can ex- 
ceed wind velocity and it leads to wave power losses. 
However in gale development to 3D pattern it is impos- 
sible. According to [3] longest 2D waves phase velocity 

  ratio to wind velocity  beyond developed swell 
limits is not more than 

d b

C U
0.82C U 


0.43  T

 . Maximum wave 
length  in SI system of units comprises around 

, wave period 


2U   comprises  

0.64 0.52T C U  

h

. 

Cavity slope  is up to  
221 0.021h U    

[3]. As to cavities geometrical dimensions relationship, it 
follows from wind waves spectrum study that space cor- 
relation radius w  of sea surface elevations with respect 
to crest normal is limited and small enough. In an order 
of magnitude it comprises less than tenth part of wave 
length 

 20.0721U

n

1 2 22x U g   . 

Correlation radius along wave crests   comprises not 
more than two tenth parts of wavelength 

 1 2 21.5y U g  20.125U . 

Their ratio is equal approximately to  1.734  y x  
[15]. In further problem solution we take ratio of 

0.58d b  Con that basis. Phase velocity 3  of 3D 
waves turns out to depend on this ratio value [3]. Phase 
velocities relationship of 3D  and 2D C  acquires 
the form 

3C

   2
4

3 x yC C    241 1C d b 

3 1.07C C

, 

i.e. , while in wind direction 

3 3UC C d b  1 22 2 0.5d C   

0.82C U
C U

.  

Taking into account velocity value  , the 
value 3U  equals to 3 . Thus, actual phase 
velocities difference 0 , influencing on isolated cavity 
is 0.59U. It is comparable to wind and group velocities 
difference of 2D waves 0.39U. Choosing velocity differ- 
ence in these limits we take into account realistic gale 
wave spectrum inharmoniousness. Large cavities depth 
(from crest to bottom) has dispersion from 2 to 30 meters 

(in the mean around 10 - 15 m) for wind velocity U  
from 10 to 40 m/s. Horizontal cavity dimensions are in 
an order more. 

0.41UC 
U

3. Resonance Frequencies 

This environment defines cavities low frequency (infra- 
sonic) characteristic resonance spectra. Apparently, cor- 
responding oscillation frequencies are grouped around 
resonance frequency of average depth cavity. For all such 
cavities are pyramidal in volume shape with of almost 
rectangular section and upper cover in the form of mas- 
sive enough cavity piston of surface density 

 0.8h S  

 1X   

, 

then positive resonator conductance  equal 
to 1 i   [11]. Neglecting losses resonance frequen- 
cies equation takes the form 

0 0ctg k h k h
h






1k h

.                (1) 

Particular solution of it is simplified for 0 . We 
note that h   ratio accounting to cavity rectangle 
side relationship  1.7d b b d   takes the form 

1 1.04 1h d h    

0 1k h

   

. 

Expanding left side of (1) in series at , we ob- 
tain equation 

 1

0 0 03k h k h k h
h




   .          (2) 

Its solution < say, at 10d h 
10πh

 leads to sound wave 
length value 0  , i.e. ultra low frequency oscilla-
tions are possible in cavity volume where only small 
fraction of wavelength corresponds to cavity depth . In 
low frequency oscillation of that type cavity medium is 
working just like spring. At parameter values chosen 

h

h  3 - 15 m cavity resonance frequency is in the range 
from 0.7 to 3.4 Hz in the absence of wind. Experiments 
data adduced in [21-23], evidence air adjoined mass 
value taking part in resonator oscillations dependence on 
flow velocity. It turns out, that flow velocity increase 
leads to adjoined mass decrease down to half of it at flow 
velocity comparable to resonator oscillation velocity. That 
is why in resonator frequency evaluation we take into 
account adjoined mass behavior considering   equal 
to  1,04h d     , where mass losses factor 
 0U a 

U U a
 changes from 1 to 0.5 due to relative veloc- 

ity 0  change from zero to 0 
d h

1.6U a

, where a—reso- 
nator oscillation amplitude. For , cavity reso- 
nance frequency is increasing approximately from 1 to 
1.4 times with respect to cavity frequency in the absence 
of wind. In wind increase up to value 0  , fac- 
tor   fall to zero and become negative at 0 1U a ,  
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corresponding to cavity opening impedance nature change 
from “mass” to “elastic” type [31]. If resonator opening 
will be examined as obstacle for sound wave and take 
oscillation amplitude  as obstacle characteristic di- 
mension, while ratio 

a

0 2πSha U   as modified obsta- 
cle Stroukhal number  0 Sh fa U

0.1 Sh 0.3 

Sh

  1
c

, then taking into 
account experimental study [21] we shall see that obsta- 
cle behaves as mass in the range , and it 
behaves as elasticity at . In Stroukhal number 
range from 0.15 to 0.25 cavity upper section resistance is 
negative and its self-excitation is possible. This result 
disprove partly hypothesis of paper [2], where vortexes 
separation from semi-cylinder wave crests are supposed 
to be a source of “voice of sea” at Stroukhal number va- 
lue , ignoring role of cavities. However, as we 
shall see below, this source model is to be rejected in 
relation to generated sound field directivity far from the 
sources as well.  

Sh 0.1

0. 2

Let us suppose that cavity upper cover reactive con- 
ductance is of an order of medium conductance 


. 

Then, considering 1c    and comparing cavity up- 
per cover conductance real  and imaginary  

 part values of total conductance 
 and then accounting for conductance related 

to sound radiation in atmosphere half space 

 Θ
Θ

Y  
 R


0

i

1 


2
0 SΘ 2π ck , we obtain estimate 0.2  . With 

correction to oscillating mass  , i.e. at d   
 2π k  0  evaluated product is comparable to unity in 
an order of magnitude. With aid of known solution for 
pressure field in cavity at 1   [11], in first ap- 
proximation in    ( 2

0k SΘ Ξ 2π  or taking into 
account adjoined mass correction Θ Ξ 1.7 1d  ) 
we obtain expression for decaying pressure field in cav- 
ity 

0

0

0
0 0

0

sin 2

2

sin .

k h
t

k h

k h
k z

k h

 
 

 

 
 
 

0 0exp

sin 2
cos

2

p p i t

k z i

  

 

        (3) 

It is evident, that oscillation frequency changes (in the 
case of mass cavity cover 1 i  

1

—increases) due 
to small enough resistance in second order. In first order 
approximation frequency is unchanged [11]. For small 
enough frequency  cavity resonance oscilla- 
tion pressure field (3) takes the form 

 0k h

 01 .t ik z
 

 

0z

0 0expp p i t   


       (4) 

On cavity upper cover at  , 

  2
02π .k S t0 0expp p i t 

 ,

   

x t

   0 0, exp

, acting on flow in upper 

cavity section has the form F z t F i t , where  

  2
0 0 0exp ; 2π .F p S t k S    

Corresponding force 

 

In other words, if outer flow would be absent, the decay- 
ing oscillation will be observed in cavity with quality 
factor of an order of unity. It is known that at 0   at- 
tenuation   leads to oscillation amplitude restriction 
during cavity excitation under influence of force  ,F z t , 
while maximum amplitude is proportional to applied 
force. Outer flow is a factor supporting oscillations in 
cavity, i.e. compensating oscillation fast decay. Natural 
resonance oscillations have low enough quality factor 


F

1 2Q f f 0    . Taking into account wind influence 
on adjoined mass range of resonance frequency change 
turns out to be from 0.7 to 4.8 Hz. Cavity depth increase 
is equivalent to oscillatory circuit capacity, it leads to 
frequency decrease and vice versa decrease of cavity 
depth leads to frequency increase. Cavity upper section 
horizontal dimensions increase leads to frequency de- 
crease, while horizontal dimensions decrease—to fre- 
quency increase.  

One more factor influencing frequency of cavity reso- 
nance oscillation is resonator elasticity parameter (com- 
pressibility of cavity volume) depending on tension force 
value and oscillations amplitude. In fact, taking resonator 
pyramidal volume 3SV h , upper cavity section dis- 
placement   0sinz z a t  
P

, atmosphere pressure 

0 , specific heats ratio  in air 1.4  
p

, while pressure 
and volume disturbances   and V   res- 
pectively and expanding adiabatic law expression for re- 
sonator volume in Taylor series 

 V zS 

0

0

P p V V

P V

      
 

V V

,           (5) 

We obtain at    for pressure fluctuations in 
resonator ordinary expression 

 

  

2

0

3

1
1 1

2

1 2

6

p V V

P V V

V

V

   

   

       
 

   
.     (6) 

  
 



Second term of Expansion (6) generally has no rela- 
tion to volume compressibility—it is simply square cor- 
rection to pressure amplitude in cavity on resonance fre- 
quency—“second harmonics”. Actual correction value 
(second term factor) is to be specifically calculated for 
each resonator oscillation mode. Evaluation of this factor 
for resonator is known. For instance, in resonator with 
one rigid and one soft covers second harmonics of basic 
resonance frequency is not observed for there are no even 
harmonics in oscillation spectrum [11]. That is why sec- 
ond expansion term could be neglected and then for 
resonator nonlinear compressibility term we have ordi- 
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nary expression 

 2
1z z a    

a

K k . 

Here —oscillation amplitude value at which nonlinear 
terms contribution in system elasticity is comparable 
with linear term contribution. As a result we have 

2
0k P S V , while 

   1 21 26 1 2 3.5a V S h        .  

Oscillation frequency   of such system is equal [13] 

 2
1 3 Z a  0  .           (7) 

where we have denoted—system elasticity tension 

   1 3

1 2Z a a a   1 3

1 2a a    , 1a F ka , 

     
2

2 1 27 2a F ka  2
11 27 4a  ,  

F —driving force. We note, that condition 1 2  is fair 
when 

a a
  0.22F ka 

a
, which is uncharacteristic for the 

case under analysis. At 1 2  second summand in ex- 
pression for 

a
Z   turn out to be negative and expression 

takes the form 

   1 3

1 2Z a a a   
1 3

2 1a a   

ka

. 

Thus, independent of force nature stretching system elas- 
ticity oscillation frequency increases. The value   

0
20.85S c0.85 P S 

U

 is defined by pressure force ap- 
plied to cavity upper section and is independent of reso- 
nator volume. If difference between static pressures in 
atmosphere (accounting for wind of velocity ) and in 
cavity (air at rest) is examined as stretching force, then 
ratio value F ka  could be evaluated by expression 

  2M2 2
01.7 1.7U c  ,  

where  —resonator drug factor. Ratio F ka

10
 changes 

from  to 1.4  in our case with wind velo- 
city U changing from 10 to 40 m/s, while 

49 10 2



1.05 1.35
 changes 

in the range  0 . Besides due to influence of 
adjoined mass correction in Stroukhal number range Sh > 
0.1, as we have seen above, frequency changes in 1 - 1.4 
times with respect to value in the absence of wind. As a 
whole, actual cavity resonance frequency changes with 
wind velocity in the range from 1 to 1.9 of value 0f  in 
the absence of wind, i.e. from 0.7 to 6.5 Hz in absolute 
value. Upper frequency limit corresponds to fresh gale 
 10 m s , while lower—to heavy gale  40 m s

0c 0

. It 
should be noted, that with wind increase self-sustained 
oscillations may cease due to losses increase. 

Taking into account cavity depth and horizontal di- 
mension dependence on surface wavelength it could be 
shown for 2D waves that resonance frequencies of deep-  

est cavities are close in an order of magnitude. For given 
wind velocity they are proportional to ratio of sound ve- 
locity in atmosphere  to surface wavelength   

0 0 0 , 1f c    .              (8) 

Due to surface wavelength proportionality to squared 
wind velocity, cavity resonance frequency decreases with 
wind velocity squared. Frequency values are in the range 
from 5 - 7 Hz at U 10 m s  until 1 - 0.5 Hz at 

40 m sU  . These estimates are close to oscillation fre- 
quency range, evaluated above on the basis of cavity 
lumped system parameters in the wind. Self-excitation of 
largest cavities is possible in the case of wind velocity 
excess wave velocity, i.e. at 0U . Wind direction 
however not always coincides with normal to wind crests 
[14]. This fact was partly taken into account in evalua- 
tion of velocity difference 0  in the range 0

0

U 0.39U U  
0.59U , influencing on cavity in the frame of 3D sur- 

face wave model. In 2D model the value of 0  is also 
positive, with exception probably of gale swell regime 
and comprises 

U

0.22U U0 . 
Let us suppose that wind is directed along x axis, y 

axis is normal to wind velocity in horizontal plane, while 
z axis is directed upwards and normal to horizontal plane. 
We adduce one more argument for sound sources selec- 
tion defining possible self-sustained oscillation contribu- 
tion in far sound field. Let us take into account that lon- 
gitudinal mode of cavity oscillations comprises mono- 
pole source “underlined” by sea surface in atmosphere 
half-space sound radiation. Then source related to flow 
self-sustained oscillation due to vortex separation from 
wave crests comprises vertical dipole sound source with 
minimum directionality in horizontal direction weakened 
by sea surface. In fact, latter source far field is reduced to 
quadruple field. In addition to hydrodynamics argument 
proposed above, this argument substantiates source mo- 
del choice from the point of acoustics in favor of cavity 
longitudinal oscillations. It is also additional argument in 
possible “voice of sea” mechanism discussion [2]. 

4. Oscillation Losses 

Now it is time to analyze basic losses sources related to 
sea surface cavity inner volume oscillations. In their low 
frequency oscillations following factors are of impor- 
tance—it is viscose attenuation of sound in cavity vol- 
ume and on cavity walls, radiation of sound in atmos- 
phere and then (with amplitude increase) it is nonlinear 
(aerodynamics) resistance related to influence of station- 
ary outer flow. Part of power at high oscillation intensity 
could be probably transferred to second harmonics power. 
But for the case of air oscillations in cavity with rigid 
bottom and opposite open end even harmonics are not 
allowed. 
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Viscose forces work transferring acoustic oscillations 
power to heat calculated per unit volume in medium is 
proportional to , while power spent in viscose bound- 
ary layer to  

2
0k

 2 
2    . 

Taking into account pyramidal cavity shape mentioned 
volumes are equal to 2 3d h  and 8dh   respectively. 
Lost power ratio acquires the form 22 3dk

d
h

0 10πh

0 . It is easy 
to see that for low frequency case losses are defined by 
absorption in boundary layer [11]. In the same time they 
are negligible with respect to radiation losses. 

Cavity horizontal dimension , as a rule, is larger 
than its depth . As we have seen, wave length of cav- 
ity super infrasonic resonance    and thus value  

  1
0.2 2d h kd , 

defining monopole source reactive and active power ratio 
evidence that they are comparable. At given radiation 
power value reactive power is an indicator of source 
minimum operability. Thus for insufficient inflow power 
(volume velocity) entering cavity spent for self-sustained 
oscillations support, necessary condition of their exis- 
tence could be violated and oscillations itself could be 
stopped. However, redundant inflow, say, related to wind 
increase leads to oscillation stop due to nonlinear hydrau- 
lic losses increase. 

For hydraulic nonlinear losses evaluation we shall pro- 
ceed from pressure losses factor   observed for cavity 
(opening) oscillating flow in the presence of outer flow 
(wind) over opening upper section [34]. At air oscillation 
amplitude  of frequency a   oscillation velocity com- 
prises U a  . Then hydraulic pressure losses equiva- 
lent to additional force applied to resonator comprise 

  2 20F U U U S 

 2 1.7b d 

  , 

1.7S d . 

Hydraulic losses factor value   increases with ratio of 

0  to U  increase. Change of U    with ratio 0U a  
for the case of rectangular opening with dimensions rela- 
tionship  is shown schematically on Fi- 
gure 4. 

0.5d   b1.0

Nonlinear character of resistance value dependence on 

0U a  in the range from 0 to 1 is important for 
self-sustained oscillationв excitation (Figure 4). For ratio 
increase above 1 losses increase suppress oscillations. 
For ratio value 0 6U a   losses factor   achieve 7 
([34], p. 178). Ratio 0U a  value depends on frequency 
and power of self-sustained oscillation. Values of factor 
  are summarized in Table 1. 

Curve on Figure 4 could be expressed explicit in the 
form  

  0   2 1x x x  

 

. 

7

6

5

4

3

2



0

0     1       2        3      4      5     6 

0U a  

Figure 4. Dependence of pressure losses factor ζ on ratio 

0U a  in outer flow (wind) percolation over opening in 

rigid wall with velocity U0 [29] and oscillating flow with 
velocity aω through opening. 
 

Table 1. Opening resistance in flow. 

0U a  
d/b 

0.0 0.5 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

0.5 2.8 2.6 2.9 3.3 4.1 5.0 6.0 7.0

1.0 2.8 2.6 2.9 3.3 4.1 5.0 6.0 7.0

 
Here 0x U a ,  —normalizing factor and its value 

 00.64  , while 0x   . Thus expression for ad- 
ditional force F  comprises three summands 

  2 2 3 4
0 2F S a x x x       

1x

.        (9) 

At  (9) is reduced to first term equal to zero for 
U0 = 0. It corresponds partly to additional static tension 
of cavity elasticity. Total tension force F  value com- 
prises 2 2F U S 1x. At   second and third terms 
of F  in (9) come into force. Second term corresponds 
to negative acoustic resistance for sign-changing flows in 
resonator. This term is close in sense to resistance ob- 
served in experiments [21], but air compressibility is 
ignored. And, at last, at , second and third terms 
are principal. That part of active resistance (9) is positive 
at 

1x

x x  and negative at 

a

, it corresponds qualita- 
tively to opening impedance measurement in flow data 
[21]. Last term of (9) provides oscillation suppression at 
definite value of  , with increase of . 0

Nonlinear losses influence on excitation of self-sus- 
tained oscillations seems to be evident. But from the mo- 
ment when the question of nonlinear losses fine structure 
influence on Helmholtz resonator behavior in intensive 

U
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1.5

1

0.5

0

-0.5

-1.0

acoustic field was stated in [19] there are practically no 
study that take this losses type into account. Nevertheless 
second term influence in expression for 

0.8
X

F

S

k

 

on acoustic 
resistance of oscillation systems (say, pendulum) in flow 
is noted in [13]. 

0

0.6

1.0
5. Wind Dependent Impedance 

1.2
In finite opening of area  streamlined by flow in its 
plane there are few specific features to be observed. They 
are expected for instance in sound wave of wave vector 

0  reflection from opening. For instance, even for bot-
tomless opening at  

1.6 

 2.4
2.82.0 

22 3
0k a x c0 0π   

on frequency corresponding to opening equality to nega- 
tive resistance related to second term of (9), for x   
self-excitation is possible. In spite of not taking into ac- 
count of such effect in [21,22] their experiment data in- 
directly evidence its influence. For instance, in accor- 
dance to their data, at upper section dimension 100d  m 
in wind velocity range from 10 to 40 m/s self-excitation 
frequency range comprises several tenth of Hz, i.e. al- 
most in an order higher than predicted for “voice of sea” 
frequencies. Probably it may evidence possibility of re- 
flection of sound wave with reflection factor exceeding 
unity. In [24] such mechanism was supposed to be re- 
sponsible for “voice of sea” explanation in 2D wave mo- 
del. Typical experiment diagram of imaginary X  and 
real R  parts of circular opening dimensionless imped- 
ance reciprocal change with 0U a  is shown on Fig- 
ure 5 [21]. 

Opening impedance spiral diagram form is character- 
istic for impedance diagrams of elements providing sound 
waves attenuation. If we introduce notion 0ik  , in 
Equation (1), it takes the form of logarithmic spiral equa- 
tion in complex plain  

   X h h     cth h i .  

Its form and relation with element attenuation and reflec- 
tion characteristics is discussed in acoustics courses [11]. 
Same characteristic types are related to sea surface cavity 
(resonator) opening upper section in flow. Element at- 
tenuation characteristics are defined by spiral “twirl”. 
Spiral characteristic angle defined by ratio of imaginary 
and real impedance parts serves as attenuation measure. 
In the simplest case it is independent on frequency and 
constant. Characteristic angle on spiral of Figure 5 is a 
value dependent on frequency. In other words, Figure 5 
shows impedance diagram with strong enough sound 
attenuation properties (slow spiral “twirl”), where 
imaginary and real parts ratio aims at zero for high fre- 
quency limit. This conclusion is supported by spiral close 
to ring form near its root. In the range of parameter val-  

-1.0         -0.5                                 0                                 0.5                             1.0                           1.5                                 2
R

 0U a

 

Figure 5. Typical experiment diagram of imaginary X  
and real R  parts of circular opening dimensionless im- 
pedance reciprocal change with 0U a  in sound field 

under outer flow influence. Imaginary X  and real R  
impedance parts are depicted on diagram ordinate and 
abscissa axis respectively. Ratio of flow and sound wave 
oscillation velocities near opening 0U a  serves as de- 

pendence parameter [21]. Values of parameter 0U a  are 

shown by figures on diagram spiral. Measured impedance 
values are shown by   symbols, while interpolated values 
by  symbols. 
 
ues 0 1U a   its shape is related directly to hydraulic 
resistance influence. In that velocity range, real imped-
ance part R  changes sign and achieves negative values 
corresponding qualitatively to minimum of hydraulic 
resistance on Figure 4. In the same tine impedance 
imaginary part in the range of 0U a  from 0 to 1.0 is 
positive (impedance mass type) and changes from 1 to 
0.5. Further on (with increase of 0  or decrease of U a ) 
it aims to constant negative value—providing conditions 
of purely elastic impedance. Even X  increase until 
value of 1.25 at 0 0.8U a   is registered. It is related 
probably with the role of compressibility in flow struc- 
ture reconstruction over opening. With further parameter 
increase however style of impedance imaginary part be- 
havior changes gradually achieving zero value at  

0 1.6U a   and transforming from mass to elastic im- 
pedance type. This transformation corresponds to de- 
crease of oscillations amplitude or frequency. In the same 
time increase of impedance real part R  with increase of 

0U a  corresponds qualitatively (neglecting compres- 
sibility) to data of Table 1 and Figure 4. Flow resistance 
at large values of 0U a  increases with flow velocity 
squared in accordance to Figure 4 data and not linear in 
velocity as it is alleged in [21]. Besides, experiment data 
of Figure 5, obtained without cavity resonance proper- 
ties accounting evidence transition of impedance real part 
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to small positive values of an order of 0.1 (oscillation 
attenuation) at Stroukhal number of an order of 0.27 - 
0.23 calculated on the basis of oscillation amplitude. It 
corresponds to values of 0U a  in the range from 0.6 
to 0.75. Oscillation amplitude decrease corresponds to 
negative resistance range, i.e. to maintenance of self-sus- 
tained oscillations, while amplitude increase is provided 
by additional flow boundary oscillation power. For ave- 
rage oscillation amplitude choice in the range of  

 (spiral left boundary on Figure 5,  Sh 0.17
0 0.9U a  ) impedance real part with amplitude in- 

crease will correspond to negative resistance range—i.e. 
to self-sustained oscillations maintenance. For amplitude 
decrease upper cavity section properties are still in 
“mass” type impedance limits corresponding to cavity 
oscillation on lowest frequency (1). Further increase of 

0U a  parameter (decrease of oscillation amplitude) is 
impossible for opening in the plain, for at 0 1.6U a   
cavity upper section acquires impedance “elastic” type 
value not complying with oscillation character described 
by Equation (1). However, our estimates are presumably 
of qualitative type evidencing the reason of preliminary 
amplitude choice at 0 1.0x U a   for further evalua- 
tions. In the same time these estimates allow to specify 
the range where self-excitation of cavity with aid of outer 
flow is possible. But for all that we see that smooth os- 
cillation increase with wind velocity is impossible. On 
the basis of Figure 5 data analysis, self-excitation effect 
is expected to origin as sudden jump for flow velocity 
achieving the value higher than some definite velocity. 
Due to (8) and (9) we obtain parameters to be used fur- 
ther in oscillations power balance estimates—choosing 
ratio 0 1.0U a  and taking  we obtain 
amplitude  

0 0.5U  U

 0 0.45 10c  

0 0 0.5U

1 3a U 3 3U

a U

1.5 10  , 

oscillation velocity    , resonance fre- 
quency  and hydraulic resistance 
force 

310 U
2

2
0 3.17 

0.42F SU 

.4h

 all measured in International 
units system As before it was supposed, that wavelength 

0 31 

S b 

, while largest cavities depth is . 
Cavities upper section minor horizontal dimension for all  

20.021h U

221U
2 4.075U

that is , while upper section area 

. 

10 0.d h 
1.7 0d d

6. Oscillation Power Balance 

Three components are to be evaluated in oscillations 
power balance—power of radiated sound field aJ , leav- 
ing source, power spent on field reactive component 
support rJ  and losses power lJ , related to hydraulic 
flow resistance. In self-sustained oscillation these com- 
ponents are to be compensated by inflow oscillation 
power fJ , of outer flow entering cavity. As to aJ , for 

semi-space radiation it takes the form 

 22 2 2
0 0 0

2
0

22.7
.

π πa

S a S c
J

c U

   
 

S

      (10) 

If dependence of  on U  is taken into account then 
dependence of a

6J  on U  is of an order aJ U

J

rE

. Pre- 
liminary quantitative estimates evidence sound pressure 
level expected in strong gale region is up to 145 - 150 dB. 
Reactive power r , which the source should provide is 
defined as  , where  

 23 2 1 2
0 0 πrE S a  

0a

 

—total reactive energy in semi-space of incompressible 
fluid equal to adjoined mass moving with velocity   
in upper source section energy [11]. Then we have 

 22 2
0 0 0

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

2.38
.

π πr

S a S c
J

S S

   
 

lJ

      (11) 

FHydraulic losses power  is defined as force   (9) 
work in unit time  0 2lJ F a 

30.48 .l

 and takes the form 

J SU

J

             (12) 

And, at last, power f , introduced by outer oscillat- 
ing flow inside source (cavity) is defined by product  

2 2 2
0 0 2πfJ S U 

0U

, 

 —outer flow fraction entering cavity, while where 
   A d d  A ratio of flow deflection amplitude d  

on upper section leeward side to section width. It is pos- 
sible to calculate this parameter strictly in condition of 
self-excitation prediction [4]. At    0  
it leads to estimate 

1d U Kd  
   A d Kd . Here 0K U  is 

hydrodynamic wave number of disturbances on outer 
flow surface. Examples of calculations related to various 
jet flows are given in [25]. Power  takes the form fJ

 2 2 2
0 08πfJ .S c U c          (13) 

Making up power balance f a r lJ J J J  

S 2

 and us- 
ing relationship for summands obtained above and for 
upper section area  we receive expression for   in 
the form 

2 0 0
4 4 3

182.1 126.9 160.8
.

c c

U U U
   

J rJ
1

        (14) 

We note, that first and second (14) terms correspond- 
ing to a  and , are comparable. With aid of obvious 
requirement   we obtain wind velocity lower limit 
estimate necessary for phenomena observation 

4 2
03.09 10 160.8U c U   .      (15) 

It is expected at velocity 18m sU   only. However, 
flow deflection  A d  preliminary estimates evidence 
that value of  , should be not more than several tenth in 
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radian or 10 - 15 grade. It corresponds to minimum wind 
velocity estimate not less than 25 - 30 m/s, which in its 
turn lead to cavity resonance frequency range 0.4 - 0.8 
Hz or taking into account corrections influencing cavity 
adjoined mass and elasticity under influence of wind— 
frequency spectral maximum 0.7 - 1.6 Hz. As a whole, 
accounting for low enough cavity oscillations merit fac- 
tor and cavities dimension usual spread self-sustained 
oscillations “voice of sea” spectra are to be observed in 
the frequency range 0.7 - 2.5 Hz.  

7. Self-Excitation Conditions 

Adequate calculation of oscillations self-excitation con- 
ditions is possible on the basis of two factors influence. 
First of all, it is phenomenon of purely dynamic (forced) 
action of sound disturbances (standing waves in cavity) 
on flow particles moving in outer flow with amplification 
factor dyn  [4]. And second, it is phenomenon of flow 
boundary disturbances amplification (resonance oscilla- 
tions of boundary) due to hydrodynamic instability ob- 
served even in the absence of sound with amplification 
factor inst  [26-28]. On low frequencies factor 

dyn x



 is proportional in magnitude to dimensionless 
flow boundaries onset amplitude [4] 

    
1 2

sin 1Kx  
2

2 cosA x Kx Kx Kx   , 

Which at  0 1d U 

   dyn

Kd   tend to 

A d Kd  

i

[26-28], flow boundary behind wave crest tangential 
discontinuity disturbances increase exponentially with 
distance from crest. In [26] disturbances space growth 
increment   is calculated for boundary layer profile of 
the form  

   00.5 1u z U thz  .  

Increment values are related to momentum boundary 
layer thickness  

. 

In accordance to theoretical and experimental data  

 1 2

00.664 d U  .  

This parameter is almost equal to ordinary boundary 
layer thickness 0  [9], adduced in paper beginning. 
Layer thickness on lee cavity edge is  0.01 M. In the 
range of Stroukhal number  

 0Sh 0 0.04 Sh f U     

disturbance amplitude growth is characterized by ampli- 
fication factor 

   

 

expinst i

i

K x x

x

  

  

   



0 0.01  

 

. 

Experimental measurements data for space growth in- 
crements of disturbances on flow boundary at flow ve- 
locity 8 m/s for axisymmetric and plane flow are shown 
on Figure 6. 

It is obvious that best degree of agreement is noted in 
low frequency part of Stroukhal number range—part I 
for Stroukhal number values Sh  while this 
range corresponds entirely with expected conditions of 

 

i

0.08 
 
 
 
 
 
 

0.04 
 
 
 
 

     0                                        

IIII II

                                                             0.01                                                                                             0.02                                                                                         0.03                                                                                           0.04 

 
f 
U0

 

Figure 6. Dependence of boundary layer disturbances spatial growth increment i  , calculated with respect to momentum 

boundary layer thickness   1 2
00.664 d U    0.5 1u z thz   in Stroukhal number range  for flow profile 

0Sh 0 0.04f U   

Sh

 (solid curve). Experimental measurements data for space growth increments of disturbances on flow 

boundary at flow velocity 8 m/s are depicted for axisymmetric flow by ○ symbol, while for plane flow by □ symbol. Vertical 

dotted lines divide regions of various  values (parts I, II, III), where various agreement degrees of theoretical predic- 
tions with experiment data are observed [26].  
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“voice of sea” development at . For wind ve- 
locity change from 20 to 40 m/s Stroukhal number 
changes from 0.013 to 0.006, while disturbances ampli- 
fication factor inst

Sh 0.01 
U

K  in the frame of such estimates may 
achieve values from 1000 to 600 respectively. Total am- 
plification factor  is to be evaluated as value in 
varying limits 



1000  600 Kd   t for stationary 
flows. For the case of non-stationary flows the value of 

 will decrease and previous estimate is to be exam- 
ined as upper estimate for “voice of sea” observation 
conditions. It allows defining conditions of self-excita- 
tion and range of possible parameter 



 U a0   values 
taken as unity on the basis of experiments [21] more ex- 
actly. To realize it we shall analyze equation of cavity 
oscillations as lumped mechanical system. 

8. Oscillation Equation 

Let us suppose that resonator (cavity) is oscillating as 
electroacoustic lump system obeying linear equation for 
displacement of medium particles in cavity volume 

 expz a i t : 

 
2

0P S
z pS

V

 
  
 

0

0 1 1.04hS d z rz


       .    (16) 

Natural (free) oscillations resonance frequency , is 
expressed in the form: 

    1 2

0.8 S h


  
1 2

0 0a am C c h   .     (17) 

While oscillations decay factor   is expressed as  

 2
0 02 4πa ar m k Sc h   1 1.04 d h   . 

Taking into account lump parameters dependence on 
wind velocity Equation (16) acquires the form: 

   

 2

rad hrr r z

2
0

1.04

3
1 3

S h d z

c S
Z a z pS

 

      



h

 

  

   


 



.       (18) 

Here 2 2
0 0 2πr c k Srad   cavity radiation resistance,  

2 3 4x x x z    0 2hrr S  

expression for nonlinear hydraulic opening resistance 
corresponding to expression for hydraulic force F  (9). 
First term of (9) is retained as constant tension force ap- 
plied to cavity and taken into account in expressions for 
Z  a

0

 and . Updated expression for resonance fre- 
quency   takes the form: 

 

     

In contrast to ordinary expression (17), recent expres-
sion depends on wind velocity absolute value U  th- 
rough cavity medium elasticity (fraction numerator sec- 
ond term under radical) and velocities difference 0U , 
influencing on cavity (fraction denominator second term 
under radical through mass losses factor  ). 

Equation right hand side (driving force) is defined by 
outer flow reaction and may be written in the form 

    0 0, , expF F z z U i t d

 

1 2

0

2

0 3 1 3 1 1.04

K m

c h Z a



 



    

1 2

d h  

.(19) 

     .      (20)   

twhere  —cavity oscillation phase, —air jet de- 
flection phase on cavity lee end, 

 d
 —phase of maxi- 

mum jet deflection inside cavity in relation to maximum 
displacement 0  of cavity particles. Position of flow in 
relation to cavity edge defines phase 

z
  changes in lim- 

its from 0 to π 2  x [4]. Phase 

 

 value is equal [4]  

sin cos
tg .

cos sin 1

Kx Kx Kx
x

Kx Kx Kx
 


 

 

Kx  value on cavity lee side for x dAt large   ex- 
pression takes the form   π 2d Kd   . 

Flow influence force in its boundary small oscillation 
is proportional to boundary oscillation amplitude on cav- 
ity lee side or to volume velocity introduced by flow in 
resonator 

    2
0 0, , 2F z z U U S zK d  . 

Expression (20) takes the form 

      2
0 2 exp π 2F U S z K d i t Kd    

z

. (21) 

After substitution of all parameters in Equation (18) 
and comparison of equation left and right sides we obtain 
condition for stationary self-sustained oscillation defini- 
tion. It is based on expression for hydraulic resistance (9) 
nonlinearity and on Equation (18) second term total fac- 
tor at  equality to zero (lossless oscillations). It allows 
evaluating self-excitation phase condition as well [25]. 
But present study is restricted to “voice of sea” genera- 
tion possibility demonstration only and that is why phase 
condition is not considered. After substitution in (19) we 
obtain equation for acoustic velocity magnitude 

  1 22 22
0 0 0 0

2 3 4
0

π) sin cosinst inst

z

c k S U K Kd U K Kd

x x x 

   


   



 dyn

 

(22) 

KIt is taken into account that Kd . With aid of 
condition  

 2
0 0 0π 1instc k S U K 

17.5instK 

, 

meaning that , after few simplifications we 
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obtain nonlinear relationship for parameter 0 xU a   
evaluation 

2 3x K 0instx x    .           (23) 

It is time to remind that 0.64  , while 0 2.8   
(c.f. Table 1). 

9. Discussion 

First term under root in numerator of (22) corresponds to 
equality of radiation resistance together with hydraulic 
resistance linear summand real part and injected in cavity 
flow resistance—real part of nonlinear hydraulic flow 
resistance. Second term under root corresponds to equal- 
ity of flow resistance and nonlinear hydraulic resistance 
imaginary parts. Calculations show that minimum self- 
excitation amplification factor value instK  is of an order 
of 20 inst , the value much less than maximum 
value predicted in Section 7, parameter

 17.5K  
x  is of an order 

of 1.8, which is comparable in principle to value 

0x U a 1  , used for evaluation with aid of [21] in 
Section 6. This estimate confirms possibility of oscilla- 
tion self-excitation. Amplification factor instK  growth 
leads to parameter x  increase and consequently to sta- 
tionary oscillation amplitude decrease. The limit here is 
provided by change in upper cavity section impedance 
type from “mass” to ”elastic” say, as for opening in the 
plane at  [21]. Formally decrease of parameter1.6x  x  
is possible, but in fact condition inst  will be 
violated. Thus realistic value of

17.5K 
x  is to be chosen as 

. At  inequality (15) takes the 
form 0  Limiting (threshold) 
velocity beyond which self-excitation is expected at 

, turns out to be equal to 

1.7 1.9
1.65U  

1

x 1.7 1 
53

.9
.6 .c

x
4 210 U

  15.5м сU  . Oscillation 
amplitude decreases with respect to predicted above at 

 almost in 2 times. In other words, sound pressure 
level in heavy gale zone comprises up to 140 - 150 dB in 
these conditions. 

1x 

Powerful infrasonic field generated in atmosphere over 
sea surface penetrate in sea layer due to cavity walls os- 
cillations and through sea bottom penetrate to earth crust. 
Infrasonic noise far from whole gale in atmosphere, sea 
water thickness and earth crust with peaks on natural 
frequency 0.7 - 2.5 Hz and their harmonics frequencies 
beginning from third harmonic 2.1 - 7.5 Hz (c.f. Section 
3) is expected in phenomenon observations. Naturally the 
distance from the gale center plays no substantial role in 
phenomenon observation. For instance if we evaluate the 
gale zone dimension as 500 km, at distance 5000 km 
sound pressure level mean square value changes on not 
more than 10 - 20 dB only, hardly preventing their ob- 
servation. Almost 80 years passed from “voice of sea” 
first observations [1-3]. However observations of infra- 
sonic signals with characteristics close to predicted for 
“voice of sea” in ocean thickness outside shelf zone are 

known [29,30], most of them contains peaks of frequen- 
cies close to 2 Hz. Same observation note is related to 
specific type of microseism related to gales. They are 
observable at distances of several thousands of kilome- 
ters from gale zone. For instance infrasonic ocean noises 
related to sea roughness spectrum maximum in the range 
0.1 - 0.2 Hz are successfully observed in earth crust far 
from the sea. Numerous examples of microseism Regis- 
tration with spectrum peaks on frequencies 1 - 3 Hz are 
known as well [31-33]. Hypothesis of navigation influ- 
ence used sometimes for their explanation could be har- 
dly found convincing. Thus, we can conclude that reli- 
able mechanism of such low frequency processes genera- 
tion in ocean and earth crust is not found.  

“Voice of sea” generation mechanism to be realized in 
heavy gale conditions proposed in the paper could be 
considered as possible explanation of observations men- 
tioned. In addition to observation of low frequency sig- 
nals in ocean it is recommended to provide systematic 
measurements of infrasonic sound fields in atmosphere 
on sea and ocean shore line correlating their data in time 
and position with observations of heavy gales on corre- 
sponding water area. 
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